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The radiation threat to
“the Martian”
By Ron Turner, Doctor of Physics and Distinguished Analyst, ANSER

By now you have probably read the book The Martian by Andy Weir, watched the movie, or both. If
not, spoiler alert: the rest of this discussion has details that give away the plot of the story of Mark
Watney, the astronaut stranded on Mars during the third human mission to the red planet.
The saga of Mark Watney details how his efforts to science the hell out of this to overcome one
crisis after another left out one risk that is a major concern today for mission planners: the threat
from radiation exposure.

Radiation overview
Astronauts on a Mars mission will be exposed to galactic cosmic radiation (GCR) and increased
radiation during periodic solar storms. GCR is highly penetrating but low intensity (a cosmic
drizzle), while solar storms are intense, short lived, and infrequent (cosmic thunderstorms). Solar
storms are most likely during a roughly seven- to eight-year period of increased solar activity (solar
maximum) and much less likely during a roughly three- to four-year period of reduced solar
activity (solar minimum). Radiation from solar storms can be effectively reduced by reasonable
shielding thickness. The GCR is nearly twice as strong during solar minimum compared to solar
maximum and is difficult to shield against. Doubling a nominal spacecraft shielding thickness
reduces the GCR exposure by only a few percent.
The biggest threat from radiation exposure is the possibility of dying from radiation-induced cancer
sometime after a safe return to Earth. NASA’s radiation limits today are set to constrain this life1

shortening risk to less than three percent, incorporating our current uncertainties in how radiation
exposure leads to cancer. Mars mission plans today exceed this risk limit, but improved
understanding of the risk may lead to longer mission times by reducing the uncertainty. Andy Weir
indirectly addressed this challenge when he chose to use a continuous thrust trajectory to and from
Mars, reducing the transit time outbound to four months and the return to Earth to eight months.
NASA quantifies radiation exposure in units of “Sievert” (Sv) which is a measure of how effectively
radiation induces cancer. On Earth, you are exposed to approximately five milliSievert (mSv) per
year. Radiation workers are limited to less than five centiSievert (cSv) per year. Mission doses for
astronauts on the International Space Station have ranged from a tenth to ten cSv. A rule of thumb,
if used with caution, is that twenty cSv increases your risk of a fatal cancer by one percent.
Limited research hints that during a long-duration mission, radiation exposure could lead to effects
that manifest during the mission, instead of years afterward. Degenerative or acute effects could
include heart disease, reduced immune system effectiveness, and neurological symptoms
(mimicking the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease). NASA is addressing this risk today by increasing
the research effort studying these potentially mission-level threats.
Watney and company have one advantage: two previous missions (Ares 1 and Ares 2) of nominal
duration were successfully completed without any apparent ill effects. As we will see shortly, one
of these missions flew during a period of much higher radiation exposure than their mission, Ares
3, would expect. That doesn’t totally remove the threat, because only twelve astronauts were
exposed on the first two missions, and radiation response varies widely with individuals. But
presumably the results of research between now and 2025 also pointed to a reduced threat. At least
we hope so for the sake of the Ares 1 and 2 crew and their families.

Ares Mission Overview
To make quantitative estimates of the Ares 3 crew radiation exposure, the first thing we need to
know is when the mission takes place. Andy Weir does not put dates in the book, but he leaves a
clue: the planned thirty-day stay on Mars includes Thanksgiving. Two mission designers at NASA
Glenn Research Center, Laura Burke and Melissa McGuire, took advantage of this clue to deduce
precise launch dates (constrained by orbital mechanics and the celestial alignments of Earth and
Mars). (See “Inside the Spaceflight of ‘The Martian’” by Michael Greshko, Inside Science News
Service, Oct. 9, https://www.insidescience.org/content/inside-spaceflight-martian/3251.)
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From that study we get the dates shown in Table One:
Date

Event

July 7, 2035

Launch

November 7, 2035

Land on Mars

November 13, 2035

Abort to Mars orbit (book version)

May 23, 2036

Begin Purnell maneuver

July 6, 2036

Fly by Earth*

May 24, 2037

Rescue Mark Watney

December 21, 2037

Return to Earth

*The planned return to Earth would have been days to weeks after July 6, 2035, since the Hermes accelerated to
higher than planned speeds starting May 23, 2035
Table One (Mission dates)

Assuming the Ares missions are launched every four years (every two optimal Mars alignment
cycles), we find that Ares I was launched in 2027 and Ares 2 in 2031. This is needed to estimate
when the missions occurred in the solar cycle, because exposure varies significantly from solar
minimum to solar maximum.
Solar cycles last on the order of 10 to 12 years. The current solar cycle (cycle 24 based on when
sunspot data were first recorded consistently) is estimated to end in 2020 to 2021. Dates of recent
and projected solar cycles are shown in Table Two:
Cycle

Begins

Duration (years)

19

1954

10.5

20

1964

11.7

21

1976

10.3

22

1986

9.7

23

1996

12.5

24

2008

11 to 12

25

2019 to 2021

10 to 12

26

2031 to 2033

10 to 12

27

2043 to 2045

10 to 12

Table Two (Solar cycles)
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So we learn that Ares 3 occurs during solar maximum, which is good because the GCR is
significantly lower then, and solar storms can be reasonably shielded against. Ares 1, 2027-2028,
would be during the declining phase of solar maximum, while Ares 2, 2031-2032, would occur
during solar minimum.
Andy Weir does not provide details on the amount of shielding provided by the Hermes deep space
vehicle, but because GCR is so penetrating, the details are not important. For any reasonable range
of shielding, the deep space effective dose is on the order of 1.5 mSv per day during solar minimum
and about half that, 0.8 mSv per day during solar maximum.
The radiation exposure is significantly less on the surface of Mars. For one thing, the planet beneath
your feet reduces your exposure by half. The atmosphere, while thin, further reduces the dose. The
vertical thickness of the atmosphere is about the same thickness as the Hermes deep space transport
vehicle, and the effective thickness of the atmosphere increases away from vertical. So the daily
GCR dose is about 0.5 mSv at solar minimum to 0.25 mSv at solar maximum.

Ares 1
The crew of Ares 1, a one-year mission during solar maximum, would be exposed to about thirty
cSv. Translating this to the risk of a fatal cancer depends on the astronaut’s sex and age. Females are
more susceptible on average (though this depends highly on the individual— a given “Alice” might
actually be less susceptible than a given “Bob”). The risk to a younger astronaut is greater than the
risk to an older astronaut (there is more time for the incipient cancer to develop). According to
NASA models, a 35-year-old male astronaut on Ares 1 would have a nominal one percent risk of
exposure-induced death from cancer, but allowing for uncertainties, the risk would range from
0.17 to 2.4 percent—which is within the current limits. However, a 35-year-old female would
have a nominal risk of 1.3 percent, with a range from 0.2 to 3.5 percent—hence over the current
limit.
This assumes there were no significant solar storms while the astronauts were in deep space (we’ll
look at the solar storm risk on Mars when we discuss Mark Watney). The effective dose from a
solar storm while in deep space depends on many factors, but, most significantly, how severe is the
storm, and how much shielding does the spacecraft provide?
The usual benchmark storm is the one observed in August 1972, which occurred between Apollos
16 and 17. It represents the extreme of what one would reasonably expect to experience during the
course of a one- to two-year mission. Most solar storms, which could occur at a frequency of one
every two months during “normal” solar cycles, are significantly less intense. However, there are
more intense storms that have been inferred from records, as well as storms with less intensity but
more total impact because they lasted significantly longer. For this estimate, consider the August
1972 storm as a worst case.
Solar storms can be mitigated by adequate warning and effective shielding. Assuming nominal
shielding for the Hermes deep space transport vehicle, an “August 72” storm would add five to ten
cSv to the total effective dose. However, if the crew were restricted to the naturally more heavily
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shielded portions of the vehicle during the most intense time of the one- to two day event, that
dose could be reduced to one to two cSv or less. So with reasonable provisions for warning and
access to “storm shelters,” even multiple events need not significantly increase the exposure.

Ares 2
The crew of Ares 2, also a one-year mission but during solar minimum, would be exposed to about
fifty to sixty cSv, about twice the solar maximum effective dose. If we translate this to the risk of a
fatal cancer, our nominal 35-year-old male astronaut would have a baseline 1.8 percent risk of
exposure-induced death, but, allowing for uncertainties, the risk would range from 0.32 to 4.6
percent—outside the current limits. A 35-year-old “average” female would have a nominal risk of
2.4 percent, with a range from 0.4 to 6.2 percent—significantly over the current limit.
Since Ares 2 flies at solar minimum, the risk of a solar storm is very low. But as with Ares 1,
prudent shielding and warning could effectively mitigate this risk.

Ares 3 (crew)
Ares 3, the subject of the book, would be in the middle of solar maximum, so the nominal
expected exposures would be the same as those experienced by the crew of Ares 1. But as we
know, the mission was far from nominal. Table Three gives actual mission elapsed time compared
to the nominal mission profiles.
Days in deep space (crew)
Planned:

Actual:

Total days in deep
space:

123

Outbound

236

Days in deep space (Mark Watney)
123

Outbound

Return

236

Return

359

Total

359

Total

123

Outbound

123

Outbound

769

Return trip

211

Return trip

334

Total

892

Days on Mars (crew)

Planned:

Actual:

Total days in deep
space:

Days on Mars (Mark Watney)

Planned:

30

Planned:

30

Actual:

6

Actual:

564

Total

Table Three (Mission elapsed time, in Earth days)

The crew of Ares 3 (minus Mark Watney) ends up spending almost 900 days in deep space. This is
two and a half times longer than what the first two Ares mission crews experienced. This has a
significant impact on both the cancer risk and the risk of degenerative effects. Fortunately, the
mission occurs during solar maximum, so the increase in effective dose is substantially more than
on Ares 1, but “only” thirty percent more than on Ares 2, which flew at solar minimum: 72 cSv.
This translates to a nominal 2.3 percent risk of a fatal cancer for a 35-year-old male, but allowing
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for uncertainties, the risk would range from 0.5 to 4.6 percent; for a 35-year-old female the
nominal risk is three percent, with uncertainty ranges from 0.5 to 7.6 percent. Again, one or more
solar storms could increase the effective dose, further increasing the risk of cancer. Perhaps of
greater concern, the increased exposure would increase the risk of degenerative effects, as the crew
would now be beyond the experience of Ares 2, and there would be substantially more time for
these effects to manifest.

Ares 3 (Mark Watney)
At first blush, one would expect that Mark would fare poorly from the perspective of radiation
exposure, given the very thin Martian atmosphere; that he would have significantly less habitat
shielding; and that he would be spending substantial time outside in just a space suit. However, at
least in this regard, he fares better than his counterparts in deep space. As discussed earlier, the
GCR dose rate on the Martian surface is only one-third the deep space dose rate. And his 334 days
in deep space are only about a third as long as the rest of the crew spend. Mark would likely
experience about 40 cSv effective dose. Assuming Mark is 35 years old, his nominal risk of a fatal
cancer would be about 1.3 percent, with uncertainty ranges from 0.25 to 3.24 percent. (Note that
Matt Damon, who plays Mark in the movie version, is 45 years old, which translates to a slightly
lower risk of cancer.)
Solar storms could pose a greater problem, but again the atmosphere (and the planet beneath
Mark’s feet) substantially reduces the effective dose from solar storms. Even in a space suit, the
effective dose from an August 72–style event would be about one-fifth to one-tenth that received
by his deep space counterparts—on the order of one to two cSv. This does not eliminate the risk of
a solar storm, however. Mark would likely not have access to substantially more shelter if there
were a major event (more intense or longer lived than the August 72 event), which could add 10
cSv to his total effective dose.
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Summary
Table Four summarizes the exposures of Ares astronauts through Ares 3.
Effective dose

Risk of exposure-induced death, with
uncertainty

(cSv)

35-year-old male

35-year-old female

Ares I

30

0.94 [0.17 to 2.39]

1.28 [0.21 to 3.45]

Ares II

55

1.77 [0.32 to 4.56]

2.42 [0.40 to 6.19]

Ares III (crew)

72

2.26 [0.48 to 5.64]

2.99 [0.51 to 7.62]

Ares III (Watney)

41

1.29 [0.25 to 3.24]

Table Four (Radiation exposure and risk of exposure-induced death)

While Andy Weir does a good job of representing the risks faced by Mark Watney, stranded on
Mars and confronting one life-threatening challenge after another, he is silent on the threat of
radiation, not just to Mark but particularly to the crew of the Hermes as they contemplate
executing a daring rescue mission that more than doubles their time in deep space. Fortunately for
the crew, the mission occurs during solar maximum, which keeps the total effective dose down to
only thirty percent more than experienced by the Ares 2 crew—almost within NASA’s experience
base at the time. In fact, Mark’s exposure would be between that of the Ares 1 and Ares 2 crews.
However, it is not as clear that the crew would avoid radiation effects that could manifest during
the mission, including heart disease, reduced immune system effectiveness, and potentially
Alzheimer’s-like neurological symptoms. The higher dose and the substantially longer time for the
effects to be expressed would make the threat higher than NASA’s experience from Ares 1 and 2.
Degenerative effects are hinted at by research underway today, and NASA is working to expand on
that research to answer critical questions of how bad these risks could be, as well as what might be
done to mitigate them if they do turn out to be a significant hazard.
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